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This article is concerned with stationary random lields with rational spectral 
densities. The dichotomy between the one-parameter and multiparameter cases is 
explored, particularly in terms of a strong mixing condition. The rich variety of 
behavior exhibited by the multiparameter case is demonstrated. 0 1~2 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTR0DUCTlON 
Stationary random fields with rational spectral densities are of particular 
interest, because of their utility and relative simplicity. As a class, rational 
densities enjoy deep algebraic closure properties; individually, they are 
subject to the analysis of meromorphic functions. Thus, it is reasonable to 
expect the associated random fields to exhibit behavior peculiar to this 
class of spectra, and to require treatment with distinctive techniques. 
In the one-parameter case, the positivity and summability of the rational 
density force the denominator to be nonvanishing on the unit circle. Such 
densities are therefore analytic on the unit circle, and the random process 
is accordingly well behaved in many respects. Moreover, a positive rational 
function in one variable can always be written as the Hermitian square of 
a non-vanishing rational function. This allows passage from the spectral 
domain analysis to analysis within L’(a), where cr is normalized Lebesgue 
measure on the unit circle. Multiparameter fields with rational densities 
differ strikingly. These densities need not be expressible as Hermitian 
squares of rational functions; furthermore, they may allow singularities on 
the torus. Such matters are treated in Section 2. Perhaps not surprisingly, 
use is made of some algebraic geometry and the theory of algebraic fields. 
The dichotomy between the one-parameter and multiparameter cases is 
well illustrated by the notion of strong mixing. As shown in Sections 3-5, 
a type of strong mixing must occur with the former, whereas with the 
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latter, strong mixing can fail in a variety of typical situations. Naturally, it 
turns out that the mixing behavior is determined by the nature of the 
singularities of the density which lie on the torus. Key ingredients in this 
development include the general treatment of strong mixing in [ 1, 21, and 
the study of extremal properties for HP spaces in [3]. 
2. RATIONAL WEIGHT FUNCTIONS 
This discourse is concerned with stationary second-order random fields 
with discrete parameter (n,, . . . . n,). The spectral domain of such a random 
field is the span of the functions exp i(n, ti + . . . + rzrtr) in L2(p), where p 
is the spectral measure of the random field. Thus p is a finite nonnegative 
Bore1 measure on the torus T’. Under certain regularity conditions on the 
field, the measure p is absolutely continuous with respect to normalized 
Lebesgue measure cr’ on T’ [7]. In that case we denote its density function 
by w. 
It may happen that w  is a rational function of the r variables e”‘, . . . . e’“. 
That is, w  is of the form 
w(e”‘, . . . . e”‘) = 
P(e”‘, . . . . e’“) 
Q(eit’, . . . . e”‘)’ (1) 
where P and Q are relatively prime complex polynomials in r symbols. The 
fact that w  is a density function imposes some restrictions on P and Q. 
When r = 1 the picture is fairly simple. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The nonnegative summable function w(e”) is rational if 
and only if it has the representation 
p(e”) ’ w(e”) = - I I q(e’*) ’ 
where p and q are polynomials with no common zeros, p has no zeros in the 
unit disc D, and q has no zeros in the closed disc 0. 
Proof: Sufficiency can be established by inspection. For the converse, 
take w  = P/Q as in (1). The reflection principle asserts that if z is a zero 
(pole) of w, then l/F is also a zero (pole) of w  of the same multiplicity. 
Hence there are unimodular constants cl, . . . . cL, and constants aI, . . . . aM, 
b 1, . . . . b, of modulus exceeding 1, and a nonzero constant C, such that 
w(e”) = C. 
n,“I, (eir--c,)‘.fl,“=, (e’f-aa,)(eir--a,l).ei(N-L--M)r 
n,“= 1 (e”- b,)(e”- 6;‘) 
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(where any product above with upper index zero is interpreted as 1). The 
last factor matches the zeros (poles) at the origin and infinity. Rearranging, 
we get 
w(e”) = C’ . nf=, le”-cc,12.n,M=I (e”-aa,12 
fl,“=, (e”-bb,12 ’ 
where 
cLC(-I)L+M-h;;* *.. .“N>(). 
. *.. ‘aIt4 
This proves the necessity claim, with p and q taking the now obvious 
forms. 1 
An equivalent formulation of Proposition 2.1 is that a univariate rational 
function w(e”) can be written as Ih(e”)J’, where h is outer and rational in 
the Hardy space H2. As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, a univariate 
rational function w(e”) is analytic on the circle, having the analytic exten- 
sion 
w(z) = P(Z) P( l/Y) 
q(z) 4( l/3 
in a neighborhood of T. 
The corresponding statement for r > 1 is false; however, a weaker version 
holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that P and Q are complex polynomials in two 
symbols, and that 
P(e’“, e”) , o 
Q(eir, e”) ’ 
whenever the left side is defined. Then there are complex polynomials in two 
symbols P,, . . . . P, and Q,, . . . . Q, such that each Pi/Q, is real-valued on T2, 
and 
P(e’“, e”) 
Q(eis, e”) 
Proof. Replacing eiS with (U + i)/(u - i) and ei’ with (v + i)/(v - i) in 
w(e’“, e”) yields a nonnegative valued, complex rational function in the real 
variables u and v. Thus there are real polynomials F, G, H, and K for which 
P((u + i)/(u- i), (v + i)/(v - i)) F(u, v) + iG(u, v) 
Q((u+i)/(u-ii), (v+i)/(v-ii))= H(u, v)+iK(u, v)’ 
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Since this is nonnegative for all real u and u, it must be that 
F+iG (FH+GK)+i(GH-FK) -= 
H+iK H2+K2 
= (FH + GK) 
H2+K’ ’ 
Take p = FH + GK and q = HZ + K*. Now Artin’s solution to Hilbert’s 17th 
problem (see, for instance, [6]) provides real polynomials p,, . . . . p,,, 
41 9 *.., q,, such that 
Finally, define polynomials P, , . . . . P, and Q, , . . . . Q, by 
Pj(eis, e”) 
Qj(e”, e”) 
for all j= 1, . . . . n. Then 
P(e’“, e”) 
Q(eis, e”) 
which was to be proved. l 
In particular, a rational weight function can be expressed as a sum of 
Hermitian squares of complex rational functions. The above result carries 
over in a straightforward way to all r 3 2. But it is, in any event, only an 
existence theorem: it gives no clues as to the construction of the representa- 
tion in (2). It is also impossible to insist that each pj/qj be outer. These 
matters hinder the direct extension of the one-parameter theory. Another 
difficulty is that a rational weight function in two or more variables may 
have singularities on the torus. Examples are given in the next section. The 
developments below describe the extent and nature of the singularities that 
can occur even for r = 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. rf w(e’“, ei’) = P(e’“, e”)/Q(e’“, e”) is a rational weight 
in two variables, and Q(eiso, eiro) = 0, then P(eiso, eiro) = 0. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can take e@ = eiro = 1. Suppose 
that Q(1, 1) =O, yet P(1, 1) #O. Then in a neighborhood of (1, 1) in T’, 
Q/P has the expansion 
Q(eis, e”) 
P(e’“, e”) 
=a,,,s2+a,,,st+a,,,t2+ . . . . 
where 4+&,Z B a: 1. The linear terms vanish because of positivity. Thus, 
for s and t sufficiently close to zero, 
Q(@, e”) 
P(e’“, e”) 
< C(s2 + t2). 
This violates the summability of P/Q. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf P and Q are relatively prime polynomials in two 
symbols, then P and Q have only a finite number of common zeros in C2. 
Proof: Let F(z,, z,, z2) and G( z,,, zi , z2) be homogeneous complex 
polynomials such that 
F(L ZI, z*)=P(z1, z2) 
G(Lzl,z2)=Q(zl,z2). 
If P and Q have infinitely many common roots, then the algebraic curves 
F(zO, zi, z2) = 0 and G(z,, zi, z2) = 0 have infinitely many common points. 
By Bezout’s theorem (see [ 11, p. 29]), F and G must have a nontrivial 
homogeneous common factor H(z,, zi, z2). And now H(1, zi, z2) is a 
nontrivial common factor of P and Q. This is a contradiction. 1 
Thus, if w(e”, e”) is a rational weight function in two variables, then it 
has only finitely many singularities on T2, none of which is a pole. 
However, the image of every C2-neighborhood of such a singularity is the 
entire complex plane [9, Theorem 1.3.21. Thus one would expect that ran- 
dom fields with these singular rational weights to behave pathologically. 
This point is demonstrated in later sections. Rational weights in three or 
more variables admit even richer structures. 
3. STRONG MIXING 
Let p be a finite nonnegative Bore1 measure on T2. For every nonempty 
SC Z2, let &Z(S) be the subspace of L2(p) spanned by {eims+inr: 
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(m, n) E S}. Given two nonempty subsets S, and S2 of Z2, we define 
c(S,, S,) to be the cosine of the angle between the spaces &Y(S,), and 
A(&). That is c(S,, S,) is the quantity 
(we write c(S,, S2, p) when it is necessary to specify the underlying 
measure p). In probabilistic terms, c(S,, S,) expresses the correlation 
between the samples { X,,,n: (m, n) E S,} and {X,,,: (m, n) E S,}, where the 
random field {Xm,,} has spectral measure CL. 
It is of interest to establish criteria for asymptotic orthogonality-that is, 
for c(S,, S,) to decay to zero as dist(S,, S,) in Z2 approaches infinity in 
some fashion. For the one-parameter past and future, this strong mixing 
condition is characterized completely in [4, lo] (see also [S, 81). A random 
field version is addressed in [ 11, in which the past and future are replaced 
by halfplanes of the field. Arbitrary generating sets are treated in [2]. 
In all cases, we find that strong mixing occurs exactly when p is 
absolutely continuous in the appropriate sense, the zero set of the density 
is “removable” by a sort of polynomial, and the remaining factor is suf- 
ficiently smooth. We therefore suspect that if p is continuous with rational 
density w, then the issue of strong mixing rests entirely on the nature of the 
singularities of w. A variety of possibilities is exhibited in the final section. 
First let us record some general bounds. Given a finite nonnegative Bore1 
measure p on T*, take 
Consider the left and right halfplanes 
L={(m,n):m<O,nEZ} 
R,= {(m,n):m>N,nEZ}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that P is a finite trigonometric sum of the 
form 
P(e’“, e”) = 1 { cm,neims + jnr: m2 + n2 < d2}. 
Then for all T > 0, and all NE N, 
c(L> RN+2d, IPI’ dp) < c(L, RN, p) 
2 r+2#‘1* 4) <b(p). 
(3) 
(4) 
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Proof. Suppose that T> 0. Choose any nonempty subsets S, and S2 of 
2’ with dist(S,, S,) > T+ 2d. Let 
Si = ((m, n) E 2’: dist( {(m, n)), Sj) G d), 
j= 1, 2. Then dist(S;, S;)> T. If f~ A(S,) and gE&(&), we have 
Pf E M(S;) and Pg E A’(&). Now 
I(f; g> Lwydp)l = I<% Pihp)l 
f cts;, F?, cl) IImlLqp, IlfMlLqr, 
6&(F) IlfIIr2~~P,2dir) gllL’c,PPdp~. II 
It follows that A T+ & (PI* dp) < A,(p). The other assertion is similarly 
verified. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that ,LI = p, + ... + pJ, where each pj is a 
finite nonnegative Bore1 measure on T*. Then for all T> 0, and all n EN, 
&.(~)<max(A.(~~):j= 1, . . . . J) 
c(L, RN, p) < max{c(l, R,, pj): j= 1, . . . . J}. 
Proof Fix T> 0. If f~ A(S,) and gEA’(S*), with dist(S,, S,) > T, 
then 
d C nT(Pji) Ilf II L2(p,,) II gll L2(p,) 
j= 1 
= IFF$, nT(PjLj) llfllf.2(p) llgllL2(p)’ . . 
Thus, R,(~)<max{i,(fij): j= 1, . . . . 1). The other claim is similarly 
proved. 1 
We now note that, not surprisingly, if w  is rational and has no 
singularities on T’, then strong mixing occurs at an exponential rate (again, 
for r = 1 a rational weight w  must be analytic on T, so that exponential 
mixing is then the only possibility). 
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THEOREM 3.3. If w(e’“, e”) is a rational weight function with no 
singularities on T2, then there are positive constants C and M such that 
A,(w) d CeCzT 
c(L, R,, w) < CepxN 
for all T>O, and NEN. 
Proof: The first assertion follows from [2, Theorem 1.1(i)], while the 
second is a consequence of the first. 1 
4. SEPARATION OF VARIABLES 
We now turn to rational weight functions with singularities on the torus. 
Access to c(L, RN) is provided by a separation-of-variables technique. 
Accordingly, for fixed eit we define cN(eif) to be the cosine of the angle 
between the spans of {..., e-*‘“, e-iS, l> and {eiNS, eiCN+ll’, eiCNfZ1’, ,..} in 
the one-parameter space L2(w( ., e”) da( .)). The link is supplied by this 
consequence of [ 1, Theorem 3.41. 
LEMMA 4.1. If w(eiS, e”) is a rational weight function, then 
cc’% RN, w) = IlcN( ’ )I1 LX(O). 
Thus it remains to gain control of c,(e”); for that, we employ the scheme 
developed in [3, Chap. 81. 
Let w(e”, e”) be a rational weight function. Fix e”. Then w(e”, e”) is 
rational in the variable eiS, and can be written as the Hermitian square of 
an outer rational in e’“. That is, there are complex numbers C, rl , . . . . rJ, 
P r, . . . . flL, all depending on the fixed e”, such that 
Irjl 2 1, 1 <j<J 
IPll ’ 13 l<l<L 
and 
w(eis, e”) = Ih(e’“, e”)l’, 
where 
nf=, (e” - ri) 
WSI e”) = C. n,“= , teis _ Bj). 
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The duality argument of [3] shows that for fixed e”, the quantity cN(ei’) 
is the norm of zNh(z, e”)/h( z, e”) as a linear functional on the Hardy space 
H’(T). Call this kernel k(z, e”), and write 
where ICI = 1, uj= l/Fj, and b,= l/B,. Note that if (al = 1, then 
z-a 
E= --a. 
So, without loss of generality, we can assume that 0 < lujl < 1 for all j, the 
unimodular values having been absorbed into the factor c. The continued 
arguments of [3] produce complex numbers B, S, and c1,, . . . . as, all 
depending on the fixed e”, such that 
SE (0, 1, . ..) L- l} 
Ia,1 < 1, O<m<S 
and 
K(z, e”)-k(z, e”)EH”(T), 
where 
K(z, #)=B. fi -CSL. n - L l-6,2 
m=, 1-6,~ ,zl z-b,’ 
If these numbers can be found, then K is the extremal kernel, and [3] gives 
an explicit formula for the extremal function. This is generally a difficult 
computation, but in special cases a fairly complete picture is possible. If, for 
instance, h(z, e”) has exactly one singularity b for each fixed e”, then L = 1, 
S=O, and 
The extremal function is then 
qz, e”) = 1- lbl* 
(1 AZ)*’ 
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A straightforward contour integral confirms that JIFIJ 1 = 1. Finally, another 
contour integral results in 
cN(ei’)= I(& K)I = jbJNpJ+L. 
This construction is, on the other hand, straightforward to apply. 
5. EXAMPLES 
First let us establish that, in contrast to the one-variable 
all degrees of nonmixing can occur with multivariate rational 
densities. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ( E C. If 
w(e”, e”) = 
(ei+tei’- 1 -()(eis-tei’-i-i<) * 
,is + jei’ - 1 - i 3 
then 
;Frn dL, RN, w)= 
(%25)‘+ (1351 - l)* l’* 
(9q,32+(1351 + 112 1 . 
(6) 
picture, 
spectral 
(7) 
Proof: If t = i or -i, then w  is analytic on T*, and the claim holds by 
Theorem 3.3. 
Otherwise, the meromorphic extension of w  has singularities at (1, 1) and 
(i, -i). A routine calculation confirms that w  is then summable. For fixed 
e”, the denominator vanishes at 
z= 1 +i-ie”. 
If t is near zero, so that (z, e”) is close to (1, I), then 
z = 1 + t + 0(P). 
Thus the pole b, which is either this z or l/S (whichever lies inside the unit 
disc), is given by 
b= l+t+fqt2), 
{ 
t-co 
l/[ 1 + t + qt’)], t>o 
= 1 - (tl +0(P). 
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Also, for t near 0 the numerator factor z + te” - 1 - r vanishes when 
z=l+[-<e” 
= 1 - i(t + O(t2). 
This lies in the unit disc exactly when t3( < 0 and t is near 0. Hence the 
root a, is given by 
The other root of the numerator is 
2 = i + is + te”, 
which is bounded way from 1, for t near 0. Therefore the parameter a*, set 
to be this z or l/Z, remains bounded away from 1. 
From (6) we get 
cN(ei’) = lb1 c-l -lSI -isi. 
As eir approaches 1, the first and third factors tend to 1, while the second 
tends to the value 
[ 
(R$)‘+ (Izgl - 1)2 1’2 
(W’+ (IW + v2 1 . 
The same behavior occurs near the singularity (i, -i). Away from the two 
singular points, the factor IbIN- ’ dominates, and tends to 0 as N 
approaches co. The result now follows from Lemma 4.1. 1 
Note that the limit in (7) takes on every value in the interval [0, 11. 
It would be desirable to understand this phenomenon in geometric 
terms, that is, how the value of this limit (alternatively, 5) depends on the 
incidence of the zero and singular sets of w(z,, z2). The following observa- 
tion suggests such a connection. Take 8 to be the angle formed by the 
intersection of the two circles (zero and singular sets for W) 
C,=(zEC:z+le”-l-5=0,forsomee”ET} 
C,= {zeC:z+ie”- I-i=O,forsomee”~T}. 
Now elementary trigonometry shows that tan 6 = [‘S&351. 
But not too much should be made of this. The fact that C, itself inter- 
sects the unit circle T at a right angle is crucial here. In the next example, 
683/42/2-8 
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the corresponding singular set is instead tangent to T-a more pathological 
situation. Accordingly we find that the complete nonmixing occurs, 
irrespective of the alignment of the zero set. 
THEOREM 5.2. rfl#l, and 
w(e’“, e”) = 
1 + t - ,;s - ry 2 
2 _ ,is _ ,ir ’ 
then c(L, R,, w)= 1 for all N. 
ProoJ: It is straightforward to verify the summability of w. The 
meromorphic extension of w  has a singularity at the point (1, 1). For eir 
fixed near 1 the denominator of w(z, e”) vanishes at 
which gives 
b= 1 -it-;+u(t3). 
The numerator vanishes at 
z = 1 + 5 - 5ei’, 
resulting in 
Arguing as before, we find 
c(L, RN)=fFO IbIN-‘. 
= 1 . lim 
-it+it%<+ It351 +O(t*) 
r-0 -it + it!@ - It3cl + U(t”) 
(!R< - 1)2+ (3t)* I’* 
(W - 1)’ + (W2 
=l. 1 
Complete nonmixing also occurs in Theorem 5.1 if < is real. This might 
be explained by the fact that the circle C, is then tangent to T: this makes 
w(e”, e”) close to zero “too often.” Such a view is supported by 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let w be a rational weight function of the form 
w(e’“, e”) = 
p(e”, 2’) ’ 
I I q(e’“, e”) 
with polynomials p and q. Suppose that q( 1, 1) = 0, and that for almost every 
fixed e”, the roots of p( -, e”) are unimodular. Then c(L, R,, w) = 1 for ali N. 
ProoJ: In this case, all of the parameters a,, . . . . a, are unimodular, so 
that the kernel k from (5) can be written 
L l-6' k(z, e”) = c - n -. 2 N-J+L 
/=I z-b, 
Take 
L l-6,2 
(the dependence on eit is through the parameters b,.) We note that 
1 
llf(., e”)llH~ =---- 
I- \b,1*’ 
Thus 
c(L, RN, w) > sup 
I<f(-, 4, k(-, e”)>l 
t IIf(., ei’)llH~ 
We shall presently see that b, can be chosen to tend to 1 as t tends to 
0. This will complete the proof. Let 
4tzl, z2) = i jJ cj,kz{z:. 
j=O k=O 
Since q( 1,l) = 0, we have cJd_O C,“=,, c~,~ = 0. Now as a function of A, the 
polynomial q( 1 + A, 1 + 6) has constant term xfzO C;f=,, c~,~( 1 + ~3)~. We 
can subtract zfso Ci=, c~,~ ( = 0) from this, getting 
i 5 Cj,k[(i 1-b+-]. 
j=O k=O 
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This quantity is the product of the roots of q( 1 + ., 1 + 6), except possibly 
for sign. In modulus it is bounded above by 
Let 0 < E < 1. Choose v E (0,7r/4) so that 
whenever (tl < v, and so that q has no zeros on T2 for ItJ < v except for 
(1, 1). The latter is possible since q has only finitely many zeros on the 
torus. With 6 = ei’ - 1, the bound in (8) is itself at most sd. This means that 
if 0 < Jtl < v, then q( 1 + A, e”) vanishes for some (complex) A with IAl < E. 
Put 
if )l+Al<l 
if Jl+AJ>l. 
It follows that by choosing ItI sufficiently small, we can find a value of b, 
arbitrarily close to 1. 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let 
For all m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . and all NE N, we have c(L, R,, w) = 1. 
For m = 1 this is [ 1, Proposition 4.31; in particular, the summability of 
w  was confirmed. Note that complete nonmixing occurs in Corollary 5.4, 
even though w(eiS, e”) is continuous for m 2 3. To see this, check that for 
s and t near 0 
lp+;f~JJI’=l (is - if + (s*/2) - (t2/2) + i0(s3) + iO(r3))m 3 
-is - it + (s2/2) + (t2/2) + iO(s3) + i0(t3) 
= [(s-t + u(s3)+u(r3))2+ i(s’- tq2y 
(s+ t + U(s’)+ o(t’))2+ gs2+ t2)2 
<4.2” (S--t)2m 
. (s2 + t2)2 
(9) 
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However, if the constant 1 is added to each of the weights in Corollary 5.4, 
then the pathological effect of the zero set is eliminated. Consequently, the 
matter of strong mixing is then governed by the smoothness of the weight 
alone. If m = 1, then w  is unbounded near (1, 1): for along the direction 
s= -t, 
w(eis, e-is) = (2s + S(s3))’ 
i(2? + cqs”))’ 
Hence one would expect nonmixing. Less clear is the case m = 2, for 
which w  is bounded but discontinuous at (1, 1). (The discontinuity can be 
confirmed by comparing the limits of w  along the directions s = t and 
s = - t; boundedness can be read from (9).) This is what actually happens: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let 
Then 
1, m=l 
>?m c(L, R,, w) = (9 - &(9 + fi), m = 2. 
0, ma3 
Proof For m > 3, the claim follows from [ 1, Proposition 4.43. 
Next consider m = 1. Set 
w(eis,eit)=l+j2f~~ei,~2 
a(@-r+)(eiS-r_) 
= (e”-p+)(e’“--p-)’ 
This yields 
r+ =2-cos tf 3+4cos t+cos* t 
p&=(2-e”)(3-2cost+ 4-8cost+4cos2t). 
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Proceeding as usual we get 
CCL, RN, w)>sup I/Q-’ P--r- . p---r+ 
1 
I 1-r-p_ 1-r,‘p_ 
= 1. 
Finally, for m = 2, define the parameters B, r, and R implicitly through 
Eliminating eiS results in the system 
BRr = 2e” 
For t near zero, set r = 1 + at + 6t2 + O(t’). We find that 
B,3-Js 
2 
R=$[1+3it+(-5-6)t2+O(t3)]. 
From (6), 
CN(&‘) = 
where /I = (2 - eVi’)-‘. The second and third factors in the right side both 
tend to 1 in modulus as t approaches 0. As for the first factor, 
P-r - 1 - (1 + it + (t2/2))(1 -it +6t2) + O(t3) 
l-@ (1+it+(t2/2))-(1+it+dt2)+O(t3) 
J-+-s-l)t2+C!I(t3) 
(;-s)t2+qt3) 
This verifies the claim. 1 
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Lastly, let us note that strong mixing with respect to sloped halfplanes 
is examined in general by [2]. Specifically, suppose that x and y are 
relatively prime integers with y > 0. Let U and V, be the sloped halfplanes 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf w(e”, e”) is a weight function, then 
c(C VN, w) = 4 RN(X2+.“2,, w’), 
where 
wr(eis, eir) = w(eixs + iy, eiys - ixf). 
In particular, if w  is rational, then so is w’, and hence it is also subject 
to the methods of this paper. 
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